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A .Construction for Convolutional Codes Using 
Block Codes* 
SUDHAKAR M. REDD¥ AND JOHN P. ROBINSON 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of iowa, Iowa city, Iowa 52240 
Several algorithms for constructing convolutional codes using block 
codes are given. The minimum distance of the resulting convolu- 
tional code is related to the distance properties of the block code 
used in the construction. Long low-rate convolational codes can be 
found using this procedure. It is shown that any linear binary uni- 
form convolutional code can be constructed using a MacDonald block 
code in the simplest algorithm. Also the "Keed-iV[uller-Like" codes o~ 
Massey can be constructed irectly from the Reed-Muller block- 
codes. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
nb Length of a block code word 
Kb Number of block code information positions 
d~ Minimum distance of a block code 
d~ Minimum distance of a linear block code formed by the first 
"i" rows of a linear block code generator matrix 
n~ Block length of a conV01utional code 
K~ Number of information digits per block of a convo]utional code 
de Minimum distance of a convolutional code 
M -[- 1 Maximum of the number of blocks in the convolutional code 
generators 
GFD Matrix whose row space is the transmitted sequences corre- 
sponding to some feedback decoding mode 
GDD Matrix whose row space is the transmitted sequences corre- 
sponding to some definite decoding mode 
NFD Normal feedback decoding mode 
NDD Normal definite decoding mode 
MFD Modified feedback decoding mode 
* The research reported in this paper was supported by the National Science 
Foundation, Grant GK-816. 
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MDD Modified definite decoding mode 
[x] Integer part of z 
]x I Least integer greater than or equal to x 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several systematic and ad hoc procedures have been given to con- 
struc~ 5near convolutional codes for correcting independent errors 
(Bussgang, 1965; Epstein, 1959; Lin and Lyne, 1967; Massey, 1963, 
1966; P~eddy, 1967; Robinson and Bernstein, 1967; Robinson, 1967; 
Wyner and Ash, 1963). We now propose to give several algorithms to 
construct convolutional codes using block codes. Our aim in this paper 
will be to We construction procedures for these codes and investigate 
their minimum distance properties. 
A new decoding algorithm applicable to these codes will be presented 
in a subsequent paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Three ways of describing linear convolutional codes have been pro- 
posed (Wozencraft and Reiffen, 1961; Wyner and Ash, 1963; Massey, 
1963). We will take an approach which is close to Wozeneraft and 
Reiffen (Wozencraft and Reiffen, 1961). 
The material that foUows treats the case of linear binary convolutional 
codes with K~ = 1. Generalization to the case of Kc > 1 and nonbinary 
fields is indicated in Section 5. 
In Fig. 1 a schematic diagram of the proposed convolutional channel 
encoder is given. We will be concerned with the convolutional codes 
associated with this channel eneoder. The generator (Wozencraft and 
Reiffen, 1961) of such a convolutional code is the response of the channel 
encoder when the input is 
100  . . .  0. 
[ ~- M + 1 positions --~ I 
Let ~he rows of the block code generator matrix be arranged such that 
the "i'th row is transmitted when only the "i"th block code information 
bit (binary digit) is a 1 and others are zero, and let the rows be num- 
bered in increasing order from top to bottom. It can be noted that each 
block ¢f "n~" bits transmitted by the channel encoder of Fig. 1 is a word 
in the corresponding block code. The generator "G" of the corresponding 
convotutional code is for example 
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~s~ + I) stage J ift register '1 
(M+I)  
~ ---- K b ~ 
I Linear block code 
~ nb = n c ~ 
FIG. 1. Proposed convolutional encoder 
G = gigs. "'" g~g~gi "'" g~, where 
[ ~- (M + 1) terms --* E 
"g~" is the " i " th  Ivw of the corresponding block code generator matrix 
and 1 -< i < K~. For the sake of convenience we will use only the inde~ 
of the row of the block code generator matrix in obtaining G, e.g., 
(4 -- 12 .- • Kb i j  . . .  l, instead of as given above. 
The decoding constraint length of a convolutional code is the munbe~ 
of received bits that are inspected to decode the received information 
bits in a block. It is necessary, to know the mode of the decoding that 
will be u~4 to evaluate the error correcting capability of a eonvolutional 
code. Twe decoding modes have been proposed; (i) Feedback Decoding 
(Wozencr~ft and Reiffen, 1961; Massey, 1963), (ii) Definite Decoding 
(Hagalbarger, 1962; Macy, 1963; Robinson, 1965). 
Normally, in Feedback Decoding mode the received bits over the time 
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FIG. 2. The matr ix corresponding to normal feedback decoding raode 
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FiG. 3. The matr ix corresponding to normal definite decoding mode 
instants 1through (M + 1) are inspected to decode the first information 
bit and in  Definite Decoding mode the received bits over the time in- 
stants (U - M) through ( U -I- M) are inspected to decode information 
bit in the Uth block. Henceforth we will refer to the above two decoding 
methods as Normal Feedback Decoding (NFD) and Normal Definite 
Decoding (NDD), respectively. If received bits over a time different 
irom that for normal decoding modes are inspected, to make a decoding 
decision, ~hen such decoding modes will be referred to as Modified 
Feedback Decoding ( MFD ) and Modified Definite Decoding (MDD) 
modes .  
The transmitted sequences over the time corresponding to NFD and 
NDD are from the row spaces of GFD and GDD, respectively, asshown in 
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FIG. 4. Encoder for Algorithm 1 
'j 
M+I= K b+ L_K /2j sfege SR ~i 
® o°° 
Fla.  5. Eneoder for Algorithm 2 
Figs. 2 ~nd 3. Similar matrices can be obtained for MFD and MDD. We 
will be using the term Gyp for NFD and MFD as well, since when both 
the meti~ods are applied to the Same code we treat them separately. 
Similarly the term GDD will be used for both NDD and MDD. Let us 
assume that the received bits over a time of "t" units beyond the block 
to be decoded are inspected for some decoding mode and that the rows 
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~- M+I = K b + L_KbI2 ~ stage SR 
Fro. 6. Encoder for Algorithm 3 
"~ M+I  -" 2 K b - I stage SR 
I nput  I . . 
I . . . . .  I ~ read,edge/"  
L~near  b lock  code  I for l¢bodd on~ 
Fro. 7. Encoder for Algorithm 4 
Ji 
of the corresponding GrD or Gg9 are numbered in increasing order from 
bottom to top. 
The criterion to analyze the independent error-correction ca~pabitity 
of a linear convolutional code, rephrased in our notation, is now given. 
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FIG. 8. Encoder for Algorithm 5 
The minimum weight or minimum distance, d~, of a linear convolu- 
tional code with respect o Feedback Decoding (Definite Decoding) i,~ 
the minimum of the weights of all the possible linear combinations of the 
rows of the corresponding GpD(GDD) including the "t"th row. 
Here ~he weight, of a sequence of bits is the number of l's in it. 
3. ENCODING ALGORITHMS 
We recall our notation for the convolutional code generator G and 
G~ and GaD. 
ALGORr~M 1. Let the linear convolutional code encoder be as sho~ in 
Fig. 4. The resulting convolutional code generator G will be, 
G = 123- . .  Kb and M% 1 = Kb. 
ALGO~ZVHM 2. Let the linear convoIutional code encoder be as shown in 
Fig. 5. The resulting convolutional code generator G will be, 
G = 123- - .  Ka[Kb/2IIKb/2] -- 1 . . .1  and M + 1 = Kb + [Kb/2]. 
ALGORITHM 3. Let the linear convolutional code encoder be as shown in 
Fig. 6. The resulting convolutional code generator G w~ll be, 
G = 123- - .  Kb 135 . . .  (Kb -- 1) for Kb even. 
G = 123. - -  Kb135 ' ' '  (Kb- -  2) fo~" Kbodd 
and M ~ 1 = K~ + [Kb/2]. 
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ALGonI~ 4. Let the linear convolutional code encoder be as shown in 
Fig. 7. The resulting convolutional code generator G will be, 
G = 123. . .Kb i35 . . .  (Kb--  1) 24 . . .  (Kb--  2) for K~even 
G--  123 . . .Kb135. . .  (Kb--  2) 24 . . .  (K~-- 1) for Kbodd 
and M + 1 = ( 2Kb-- 1). 
ALGOnITnM 5. Let the linear convOlutional code encoder be as shown in 
Fig. 8. The resulting convolutional code generator G will be, 
G = 123. . .Kb135. . .  (Kb--  1) 00 . . .0246. . .  (K~-  2) 
for K~ even ]Kd21 
G--  123- - .Kb135. . .  (Kb--  2) 00 . . .0246. . .  (K~-- 1) 
for K~ odd 
and M + 1 = 2Kb -- 1 + IKb/,.[. 
A note about convolutional codes generated by the above algorithms. 
Since the block code encoder can take only Kb inputs (the information 
bits for' the block code encoder), the linear switching circuit takes the 
linear sums (binary)of selected bits of the (M + 1) successive informa- 
tion bits of the convolutional code to obtain the I£b inputs to the block 
code ene0der. So if we want to, we can keep track of the conVolutional 
code information bits as the information bits of the block code in the 
block transmitted. 
4. M IN IMUM DISTANCE 
The ~ minimum distance of the linear convolutional codes constructed 
by the algorithms given above are investigated in this section. The main 
argument that is used is the fact that any nontrivial inear combination 
of the rows of block code generator matrix has a minimum weight of d, 
and that a necessary condition to obtain an all-zero vector starting from 
a row of block code generator matrix is to add the row to itself. 
THEOREM 4.1. A convolutional code generated by an encoder constructed 
as in ,Algorithm I has de >= Mdb ~ dl for dl < Mdb or do > (2M ~- 1)db 
otherwise, where d~ is the minimum weight of the subspace spanned by the 
firs: ~ block of the convolutional code generator, when decoded under Normal 
Definite Decoding mode. 
Proof. Any linear combination of the rows of the corresponding G,v 
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including ~he (M q- 1)th row will have a minimum weight of db in the 
block corresponding to time units (U q- 1) through (U q- M), since 
these blocks are code words in the corresponding linear block code. The 
block corresponding to time instant "U" will have weight less than dl 
only if the linear combination i cluded a row from (M "4- 2)th through 
(2M + 1)th. But these have the row 1 of block code generator matrix, 
contributing a weight of dl in a block corresponding tothose transmitted 
over time units ( U - M)th through ( U -- 1). The weight in this block 
can be reduced up to db by selecting some row from (2M + 2)th through 
(3M + 1)th. But this will imply a minimum weight of (2M -i- 1)db in 
the corresponding linear combination. Therefore if dl < Mdb, then 
d~ ->_ Nd~ -1- dl, otherwise d~ > (2M -b 1) &. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  the received bits over time instanis U through U + M 
are inspected for Modified Definite Decoding mode, then dc >= ( M + 1)rib 
.for the convolutional codes generated by the encoder of Algorithm 1. 
Proof. Any linear combination of the rows of the corresponding G~o 
including the (M -I- 1)th row will have a minimum weight of db per block 
as such  do > (M + 1)db. 
Let the vector space spanned by the first i rows of the generator matrix 
of the block code have minimum weight d~ => &, 1 < i ~ Kb. 
THEO~E~,~ 4.3. For a convolutional code generated by the encoder of 
Algorithm 1, if decoded in Normal Feedback Decoding mode, 
M-b1 
d~ >= ~ d~. 
Proof. In any linear combination of the rows of the corresponding 
GFD, including the (M + 1)th row, the first i columns are the vectors in 
the vector space spanned by the first "~" rows of the generator matrix 
of the corresponding block code and hence has minimum weight d~ in 
ith colux~m, 1 =< i <_- (M -t- 1) = Kb. Therefore 
M-{-1 
do > ~ d~. 
T t tEo~ 4.4. For a convolutional code generated by the encoder of 
Algorithm2; if decoded in Normal De~nite Deeodina mode, d~. >= ( Kb -{- 
[Kb/2] - -  1)db.  
Proofi The only way we can have an all-zero block in the  range 
(M -]- 1)th through (M + [Kb/2])th column in a linear combination of 
the rows of the corresponding GDo, including the (M + 1)th row is to 
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select an unique row from the rows (M + 2)th through (2M + 1)th. 
But  this will contribute nough weight in the columns 1st through Mth 
to  compensate for this. Hence for every possible all-zero block in the 
range (M + 1)th through (M + [Kb/2])tli columns, we introduce 
enough nonzero blocks in earlier columns. Also these unique rows do not 
force any nonzero blocks into the range (M + Kb + 1)th through (M + 
K~ -]-[Kb/2])th columns and we cannot force any all-zero blocks into 
the range (M -f- [Kb/2] -~ 1)th through (M -4- Kb)th column, since the 
block code generator matrix rows that appear in the column (M -l-, 
[K~f2] ~ 1)th through (M -P Kb)th in the (M -t- 1)throw do not appear 
anywhere lse in these columns. It  ~then remains to be shown that at 
most there can be one block of all zeroes in the columns (M -4- K~ -~ 1 )th 
through (M + Kb + [Kb/2])th in any linear combination of the rows of 
GaD including (M A- 1)th row. 
Let Ks be even. In any column in the range M -t- Kb + i, 1 < i < 
Kb/2, the block code generator matrix row that appears in (M ~- 1)th 
row appears only once more in some particular ow. To force all zeroes 
in a column in this range we need to include (Kb -- 1 -- 2 ( i - -  1))th 
row. Let us assume that j  > i, 1 < j, i < K~/2, and we want to force a 
pair of all-zero blocks in the columns (/36 -t- Kb -4- i ) th and (M -t- 
Kb -4-j)th. This will force us to include the rows numbered (K~ - 1) -- 
2(i -- 1), (K~ -- 1) -- 2(i - -1 )  -t- 2(j -- i),  (Kb -- 1) -- 2(i -- 1) + 
4( j  -- i) - . .  and M + 1 -- 2(j -- i), M -t- 1 -- 4( j  -- i) . . .  in tl~e 
linear combination. Clearly this process leads us to select some row in the 
range (M -t- 1 -- i ) th  through (M -t- 1 - j - K~/2)th, which forces a 
block code generator matrix row appearing only once in either (M + 
Kb + i ) th  or (M + Kb + j ) th  column, thus aborting our attempt o 
force a pair of all-zero blocks. Similarly when Kb is odd. 
TU~OnEM 4.5. For a convolutional code generated by the encoder ef 
Algorithm 2, if decoded in Normal Feedback Decoding mode, 
Kb 
d~ > ~ d~ + ([Kb/2] -- 1)rib. 
Proof. Follows from the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. 
ConoL~nY 4.1. For a convoIutional code constructed as in Algorithm 2, 
if decoded in Modified Definite Decoding mode such that received bits over 
time instants U -- [Kb/2] through U -t- M -t- [Kb/2] are inspected, d~ >= 
( K~ + [K~/2l)db. 
Proof. Follows from the proof of the Theorem 4.4 and the fact that at 
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least one row from the rows 1 through M + [Kb/2] are to be selected to 
put one block of all zeroes in columns ( U + Kb)th through ( U + Kb + 
[Kb/2] -- 1)th which in turn will add at least one nonzero block in the 
range (U + Kb + [Kb/2])th through ( U + K~ -4- 2[Kb/2] -- 1)th 
columns. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For a convolu:ional code generated by the encoder of 
Algorithm 2, if decoded in Modified Feedback Decoding mode with decoding 
constraint length equal to 
Kb 
(Kb ~- 2IKb/2])nc, de >= ~ di -Jr [Kb/2]db .
i=1 
Proof. Follows from the proofs of Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.1. 
TgEO~EM 4.6. For a convolutional code generated by the encoder of 
Algorithm 3, if decoded in Normal Feedback Decoding mode, 
Kb 
> E + - -  
i~1 
Proof. The left most Kb columns contribute a weight of at least 
Kb 
from Theorem 4.3. We will be proving the theorem if we can show that 
there can be at most one block of all zeroes in columns (K~ + 1)th 
through (Kb + [Kb/2])th, in any linear combination including 
(M + 1)th row of G~.  I t  can be noted that all even numbered rows of 
the block code generator matrix and rows of higher index than the one 
appearing in the (M -t- 1 )th row of GFD appear only once in the columns 
(Kb -~- 1)th through (Kb + [Kb/2])th. To place an all-zero block in the 
columns Kb + i, 1 ---- i --< [Kb/2], we must include ([K~/2] -~- i - 1)th 
row in the linear combination. Assume that we start with (Kb + 
[Kb/2])th column and try to put an all-zero block here. Selecting ([K~/2] + 
[Kb /2] -  1)th row will throw ([Kb/2] ~- [Kb/2] -- 1 -- j ) th  row of the 
block code generator matrix into the (Kb -~- [Kb/2] -- j ) th  column, 
1 -< j =< [Kb/2] -- 1. These are all of higher index than the one appealing 
in the (M ~- 1)th row and hence cannot be forced to zero by further 
selection of rows in the linear combination. Proceeding to lower-index 
columns, the same behavior of selection of the compulsory row to place 
an all-zeroes block in a higher-indexed column forces rows of the block 
code generator matrix of higher index than the one appearing in the 
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(M ~ 1)th row in the lower-indexed columns. Hence we cannot have 
more than one all-zero block in the columns (Kb ~- 1)th through 
(Kb + [Kb/2])th. 
CoroLLAry 4.3. For a convolutional code generated by the encoder of 
Algorithm 3, if decoded in Modified Feedback Decoding mode with a decod- 
ing constraint length of 
Kb 
( Kb + 2[Kb/2])n~, do >= ~ d~ + [Kb/2]db. 
i=1 
Proof. Follows from the proofs of Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.2. 
THEORE~ 4.7. I f  Kb > 4, for a convolutional code constructed as in 
Algorithm 4, if decoded in Normal Feedback Decoding mode, 
Kb 
d~ >-_ ~_, d~-t- (Kb -- 4)d~. 
i=1 
For Kb = 2or3 
and for 
Kb 
dc> ~_,d~ 
i=]. 
Kb 
Kb = 4 dc > ~_, d~-b db. 
i=1 
Proof. For Kb > 4, from Theorem 4.6 within the first Kb q- [Kd2] 
columns we get a minimum weight of 
Kb 
d~ + ([K#2] - 1)db. 
We ~ill be proving the theorem if we can show that in any linear com- 
bination of the rows of the corresponding GpD including the (M -t- 1)th 
row, there can be at most wo all-zero blocks in the range (Kb -k [Kb/2] q- 
1)th through (2Kb -- 1)th columns. Let Kb be odd. To place an all-zero 
block in these columns, i.e. in (Kb q- [K#2] -b i)th column, 1 _-< i < 
[Kb/2], we need to select ([Kb/2] -t- i)th row of GF~ in the linear com- 
bination. It can be noted that all even-numbered rows of the generator 
matrix of the corresponding block code of higher index than the one 
appearing in (M q- 1)th row of GFD appears only once in the columns 
(K~ -k IKb/2] -k 1)th through (2K~ - 1)th. This fact coupled with the 
compulsory row that has to be selected, as stated above, implies that we 
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can possibly force a pair of all-zero blocks in the columns which are at a 
distance of I (mod 2). To force a triplet of all-zero blocks we need three 
columns which are pairwise I (rood 2) apart, which clearly isimpossible. 
The proof for Kb even and Kb = 2, 3 and 4 follows from the previous 
arguments. 
THEOnEM 4.8. For a convolutional code generated by the encoder of Algo- 
rithm 5, if decoded in Modified Feedback Decoding mode with decoding 
constraint length equal to 
Kb 
(3Kb -- 1)no, dc >= ~ di ~- (Kb -- 1)db. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.3. 
5. GENERALIZATION 
For K~ > 1 assign mutually-exclusive information positions Of the 
block code to each convolutional code information bit. Then all earlier 
algorithms and theorems hold good in their entirety; proofs of course 
have to be modified with respect o terminology. The encoding algo- 
rithms also give rise to Codes over an arbitrary finite field with the same 
error-correction properties as discussed in Section 4. Here, of Course, 
instead of a binary adder, we should have adder corresponding to the 
finite field, in the linear switching circuit in Fig. 1. 
6. CONCLUSIONS " : 
It can be noted that we have investigated the error-correction capa- 
bility of the convolutional codes over a decoding constraint length dif- 
ferent from normal. The necessity of this will become clear when we dis- 
cuss the decoding of these codes. Also we will show that the codes gen- 
erated by the encoders constructed asin Algorithms 3 and 5 are definite 
decodable, with moderate reduction in realizable d~, by exhibiting de- 
coding algorithms. We do not know how to prove this from the inspection 
of the corresponding GDD's. 
An interesting situation occurs when we have Ko > 1 and we apply 
different encoding Algorithms to the sets of block code information posi- 
tions allotted to different convolutional code information bits. We obtain, 
this way, convolutional codes which give different protection to different 
information bits. 
While our results for de are lower bounds, in many cases the bounds are 
tight. For example the following two cases are tight: all Binary Uniform 
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Codes (Reddy, 1967) obtained by using MacDonald's Codes (Peterson, 
1961) and Reed-Muller-Like Codes (Massey, 1963) obtained by using 
Reed-Muller codes (Peterson, 1961), in Algorithm 1. By using good 
block codes like Quasi-perfect Codes, BCH Codes etc. (Peterson, 1961), 
we obtain codes with better error-correction capability than CSOCs 
(Robinson and Bernstein, 1967). Also efficient synthesis of CSOCs for 
Kc ~ i and nc ~ 2, becomes purely trial and error. 
For a given block code, shorter convolutional codes than indicated 
can be constructed by simply making the shift register in the convolu- 
tional encoder shorter. The error correction capability of the resulting 
convolutional codes can be found by arguments similar to earlier ones. 
Even if the block code encoder in Fig. 1 corresponds to a nonlinear 
block code, the Algoritbms 1 to 5 give rise to codes with the same error- 
correction ability as analyzed in Section 4. Similar arguments as earlier 
work may be used if the block code is normalized to transmit all-zero 
word for all-zeroes information sequence. Feedback decoding in these 
cases will be possible only when the block code is a group code. 
Table I summarizes the results on the nature and capabilities of 
linear convolutional codes now proposed. 
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